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Update on MRV Work Program Activities

◆ Developed 2\textsuperscript{nd} regional MRV Training workshop
  ▪ MRV of NAMAs in Latin America and the Caribbean
  ▪ Starting tomorrow... March 6-8, 2014
  ▪ Developed in partnership with the International Partnership on Mitigation and MRV, and with support from CAF

◆ Started work on two knowledge products:
  ▪ GHG reporting “design guide”
  ▪ Survey of MRV procedures in China’s seven ETS pilots

◆ Initiated preliminary work to establish an MRV eLearning module

◆ Will seek working Group input on next knowledge product:
  ▪ “Compendium” of data management systems and registries
MRV Working Group

◆ Initial function: Provide strategic input to help
  ▪ Define priorities
  ▪ Clarify scope of work
  ▪ Guide MRV program execution

◆ Additional future roles: Provide operational input to help
  ▪ Deliver technical feedback during work product review and comment periods
  ▪ Advise on coordination opportunities among partner workgroups within PMR, e.g., offset